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These days the president of the Russian Distributed Power Generation
Association, CEO at the MKS Group of Companies, Maksim Zagornov works at
the World power congress in Abu Dhabi. The working meeting of Maksim
Zagornov with the chairman of the Supervisory board of the Global energy
Association, the vice-chairman of the World Energy Council Oleg Budargin
and the head of the Global energy Association Alexander Ignatov took place
on September 9th at the Global energy Association. The parties discussed
the prospects of possible cooperation, realization of the general initiatives
for the purpose of maintenance of the best international practices,
contributing to the power industry development.

To recap, in 2018 the Global energy Association acted as the official partner of the
International award "Distributed Power Generation — Great Achievements" (organizer
the Distributed Power Generation Association) and presented awards to the winners of
the all-Russian contest of the youth research projects "Energy of Youth" within the
ceremony of the winners' rewarding for the best projects in the sphere of the
distributed power. Delivery of two prestigious awards at one site became an example
of cooperation of two contests which main goal is to encourage the bright
developments and projects in the power sphere, to support the innovational way of
this industry development. Today the heads of the Russian Distributed Power



Generation Association and the Global energy Association discussed the cooperation
plans for 2019-2020.

To be mentioned, the Congress of World energy council is the leading international
congress of the world power leaders aimed to cover the most important trends of the
industry and problems of the energy resources maintenance. The event is held since
1924 and brings together the leading experts and professionals, scientific figures,
authorities and the largest media at one site. The main topic of the forum of 2019 is
"Energy for prosperity". About 70 panel sessions and discussions devoted to the most
topical issues of the main power directions' development will take place under its
aegis.


